




SS22 OPTICAL COLLECTION

Turning style on its head, the latest Spring/Summer 22 optical collection is liberally spiced with Ted Baker’s irreverent sense of humour and stunning          
eyewear design details. Delivering beautiful quality and unconventional creativity, the extensive optical collection by Ted Baker offers quintessentially British 
designs with a witty twist for style conscious men and women.

WOMEN’S RANGE

Do you believe in love at first sight? Well, women’s CARAL is set to make your heart flip. Crafted from luxurious handmade acetate, this strong, striking 
frame features a deep and on-trend shape, perfectly balanced with wide bevelled temples. Finished with hidden gemstone hinge trims and a metal Ted ‘T’         
seamlessly inserted into the end tips, this style is available in a lustrous deep forest Green colour.

Inspired by lighter layering, CORDALIA is a chic metal style that while timeless and elegant is imbibed with a  contemporary sense of flair. The front of this 
frame features a foil transfer combined with an intricate cutaway detail above the lens creating a delicate frame-in-frame effect. Available in ultra-feminine 
Tortoiseshell and Shiny Gold colour combinations, CORDALIA is charming and  elegant in equal measure. 

A tribute to retro 1970s styling, LIVVY is a beautiful vintage silhouette. Expertly crafted, LIVVY showcases crystal acetate Windsor rims in an array of colour 
options, each bound to brighten up any spring wardrobe. It’s the little touches that make it a truly iconic Ted Baker design such as the precision engineered 
temples and the signature metal ‘T’ embellishing the inner ear tips. 





MEN’S RANGE

Ted Baker men’s style, THOM, is an acetate and metal combination frame with classic details reinvented for the contemporary male. Featuring retro               
elements, such as a quintessential panto shape and a keyhole bridge, this style has been injected with Ted Baker’s signature tailored style. See the beautiful 
metal temple detailing for a sense of laid-back luxury while keeping it timeless via the Black colour option. 

Truly eye-conic, HENRI, is a sophisticated style to make an impression this coming spring season. Featuring a striking acetate  navigator front, it is available 
in a clean ombré Black to Crystal option. Stylish down to the final detail, HENRI features slim metal temples bearing the Ted Baker logo and tapers down 
into ultra-thin temples for a witty play on proportions.

A nod to perennially popular 1970s aesthetics, STEVAN is a style to suit any relaxed tailored look, this season. Its squared front features a Windsor rim 
construction paired with textured coin-edge engravings, all exuding an easy-going sense of opulence. To sign off the design, in true Ted fashion, the iconic 
metal ‘T’ is flawlessly integrated into the end tips.



CARAL TB9231 561
Green

THOM TB8269 001
Black

CORDALIA TB2299 400
Shiny Gold

HENRI TB8259 054
Crystal-to-Black 

LIVVY TB9228 402
Gloss Ice Blue 

STEVAN TB8268 107
Gloss Honey Tort
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